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ABSTRACT

Motherhood is an online system designed to serve medical staff and pregnant mother or their family member. The health industry is very huge, so Motherhood focuses only one of the pregnant mothers. Motherhood will create paperless environment replacing the current paper filing method. This software also is designed for the usage of both the private and government heath sectors. By using this single and common system, data and information can be shared among each other. This is the advantage of Motherhood, the mother can visit any medical centre according to their convenient and still the medical staff can serve the patients. This is because they can retrieve the mother's information from the database. Mothers or their family member can use Motherhood, specially designed module for them where they can check their next appointment and their medical report after each visit to the medical center. They also can click on the date they visited the medical center to view the doctors advices. Motherhood would be the starting point of fully using paperless environment in the health industry. It would get the medical staffs and the patients to get confetable with this environment.